Host SM-Lyon says:
USS Seleya / USS Dublin - 10410.10

Host SM-Lyon says:
"Debt of Honor - The Beginning of the End" - Part 3

Host SM-Lyon says:
SUMMARY: The Seleya, along with the Nighthawk, her wing ships, the three ships that were supposed to be with the Scimitar, plus 8 Coobla fighters and 5 support ships are surrounded by 13 Nacandarian ships.

Host SM-Lyon says:
The shuttle Chameleon has got LtCmdr. Jackson and Ens. G'Dar from the Nighthawk, ready to zoom off to go rescue the President, while Ens. Whittiker in the Komodo, the Chameleon's sister shuttle, will take their place.

Host SM-Lyon says:
The USS Vesuvius with her wing ships are en route, so is the USS Dublin and her taskforce ships... 40 minutes out.

Host SM-Lyon says:
We join the crews just as the Komodo launches from the Seleya, to take the Chameleon's place.

Host SM-Lyon says:
<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Engages the thrusters and leaves the Seleya, remaining inside her shields, so as to lessen it's already tiny sensor footprint::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$::on the Dublin's bridge, eager to get some information from the task force::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DFCO:  ETA, Commander?

Host SM-Lyon says:
#ACTION: The Komodo launches already cloaked as not to alert the Nacandarians something is up.

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Sits on the bridge monitoring a multitude of sensor contacts ::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
@ :: on the Bridge at the engineering station::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
@::At tactical, ready to give the Nacadrians hell::

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
@::In his office::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::manuvers the Seleya to allow the Komodo to take the Chameleons place without alerting the Nacandarians::

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$::on the bridge of the Dublin at engineering console monitoring the reaction chamber and the new crystals::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$::sits in her chair::  All: Reports from each station, please

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$::listening to the increased  comm activity on the Dublin's bridge::

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$::sits anxiously at Dublin's science II console, staring intently at the grim LRS data::

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
@::standing on the bridge watching the task force on the viewscreen::

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Locates the Chameleon on sensors, and moves towards it at 1/4 impulse, then slowly moves into position directly above it::  COM: Chameleon: The Komodo is in position.  Synchronizing my computer....  now.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$CEO:  How are the engines holding?  ::worried about the rate we're flying::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: brings up engine sensors on the console and monitors them ::

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::at Dublin science console finishing the analysis::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: On the bridge of the Seleya, trying to take in all the information that's been thrown at him ::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$:: at her usual position at the Dublin's helm rechecking the start charts :: CO: We should reach the rest of the task force in approximately forty minutes sir at our present speed of warp 9.6.

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: A message from the lead Nacandarian ship is sent to the Seleya.

CNS_Modalis says:
@::sat in her chair, sensing everyone's nerves::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CSO: Is Whittiker in place?

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Punches evasive and offensive mauvers into the helm buffer in preperation of the Nacandarians attack::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCSO:  How's the situation?  Is the entire Task Force there already?

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
::turns to the captain:: CO: Looks like they want a word with us.

Host SM-Lyon says:
#ACTION: As the Chameleon shimmers out, the Komodo shimmers into view... if you weren't looking for it, you wouldn't see it.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Watches the changeover carefully, noting the moment that the vessels change positions:: Self: Game time.  ::Brings weapons online::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
ALL: Remember people, if there is any possible way out of this without a fight, which I highly doubt, we're taking it.

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
:: Checks the sensors :: CO: Aye, Captain.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
ALL: I will not have this taskforce be responsible for starting a war.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
XO: Onscreen.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::checking sensors for the task force::

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: Seleya: I demand to speak to the one who dares come to our space.

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: turns to look at the viewscreen::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DFCO:  Very well.

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$DXO: The engines are operating very well commander.  This ship is capable of maintaining warp 9.7 for 12 hours without serious damage.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$DCO:  I very much agree.  We avoided one already.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: You're speaking to Captain Adam Muir of the Federation Starship Seleya. That good enough?

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: A message from the Vesuvius alerts the taskforce ships that they are not too far away... 30 minutes at most.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::glances up at the screen::

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
::Sees ships in the distance from his window::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$:: looks around at Mackie and smiles :: CO: It won't be that long sir.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$DCO:Sir, everyone is there.

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$::thinks the Dublin should gun the engines to 9.7 and reduce arrival time::

Host M`Lerdi says:
@::makes a slight sound:: COM: CO: Yes, it will do.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DOPS:  Send a message to the Seleya, report our ETA.

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$DCO: Aye sir.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$DCO:We can see their status too::checking wich one has problems with the sensors::

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$DCSO: Sir, all Nacandarian and Starfleet contacts are within Short Range sensors now.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DXO:  Can we take it to warp 9.7?

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$:: makes minor adjustments to the intermix to keep the mainifold temperatures low ::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: We've come to your space to negotiate terms for the handover of our President from your custody.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Monitors the sensors, waiting for the other side to make the first move... ::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ DCEO: Thank you.  ::waits to hear science's report::

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$::thinks Mackie just read her mind, and giggles::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Silently wonders if his lie is as transparent as it seems ::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$DCO:  Captain, should we go ahead and move up to warp 9.7?

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Inputs the final mauvers and sends a copy to the CO, XO, and CTO::

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: I'm sorry, but I do not believe one word you say. We do not have him, and for all we know, you are here to kill our queen.

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$COM:Seleya: This is the USS Dublin in route to your location. Our ETA is aproximately 40 minutes out.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DXO:  Make it so.  Let's get going.  ::looks at Mia::  DOPS:  Tell our wing we're accelerating to warp 9.7.

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: goes back to monitoring ships systems, still listening the the person on the viewscreen::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Looks down at the console to receive the FCO's message, and approves ::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$DCO:  Kell says we can do that without a problem.

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$:: turns to Tessa and waits for the order ::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::acknowledges the manouvres and moves to coordinate weapons fire::

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$DCO: Aye sir. ::messages the rest of the fleet:::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCSO:  Scan the area and keep tabs on to each non Federation vessels.

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
::crosses his arms and watches the viewscreen::

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$DCO: Aye, aye, sir.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$DFCO:  Cassie, go ahead to warp 9.7

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: There seems to be some kind of misunderstanding here. The United Federation of Planets is an organisation dedicated to peaceful co-existance. I'm sure that we can work out our differences diplomatically so that neither party has to fear for the safety of their leader.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::mapping every federations and non-federeation vessels.::

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$::starts scanning for any subspace eddies or any odd spatial occurances that could speed up the journey to the battlefield, as must of a longshot as it is::

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
:: Watches the sensors layout, feeling the tension building ::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DXO: Understood Commander. Taking us to warp 9.7 now. :: taps the warp controls and watches the readout ::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCSO:  Make sure to send those contacts to Tactical... just in case.

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: Hogwash, balderdash ::untranslatable word comes through as well:: We all know it was your Federation that cause the war between us and the V'Rax two hundred years ago!

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::sending inforation to tactical::DCO:Just did, Sir.

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$:: contacts LaBoy in engineering has all engineers prepare damage control protocols ::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: raises eyebrow and looks at the screen ::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCSO:  Very well.  ::turns and looks at the viewscreen::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$DCO:  I do hope they have better luck speaking with the Nacandarians than we did.

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: looks back to the viewscreen a little suprised::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$::sighs::  DXO: Aye... so do I.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Wonders what dark secrets about to pop up::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$ :: wonders if Mackie is as anxious to get this over with as she is ::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: Two hundred years ago the Federation wasn't able to reach as far as the anomaly that lets us pass into your space... there was no contact between our peoples then.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Raises an eyebrow at the Nacandarian ship movements::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: And even if you do believe what you're saying, you cannot possibly want to continue a conflict that has already cost you so many lives...

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$::stands and AGAIN, begins pacing around the bridge, hands behind his back::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: sends an update to her engineers in ME and goes back to watching the viewscreen::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ ::as an aside to the captain:: DCO:  Sir, with all these ships and the tension...I might be hard pressed.  I just wanted to remind you in case it affects me...

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: I'm here on behalf of the Federation to offer peace, on the condition that the Federation President is returned to our custody.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$DCO:There are 13 Nacandarian ships surrounding Seleya and its wing Sir.

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: Oh? Really? Then does the USS Yamato sound familiar to you?

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$::her antennae twich this way and that glancing at the DCSO and the CO with her face streaked with nervousness, never having seen serious battle before::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DCO: Captain, we should be there in twenty-two minutes now. :: wishes he would stop wearing out the carpeting on the bridge ::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::The Yamato....again, with the Yamato.::

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#Self: This is like chess, on a grand scale.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DFCO:  Thank you Cas.  ::glaces over at the DXO::  DXO:  Just let me know.  Can the Doctor do anything to help you with that?

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: Indeed. The USS Yamato was destroyed... more than 10 years ago now... I'm afraid I don't see the relevance.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$DSO:Don't worry. I didn't come to this ship by accident.

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$DCO: Captain....um, with all do respect to you, your pacing is starting to scare me. ::cringes thinking her comment was pushing the limit::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Types in written commands :: FCO: Ensure the fleet is spread out, but do so unnoticeably, I don't want to be hemmed in but at the same time I don't want them to take it as an aggressive move.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$::gets up to walk back to science, sensing the nervousness:: DCO:  I could wish so, but no.  I'm trying to block, but there are so many...I'll do my best.

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: Captain, you are aware that time in this universe works differently than in yours? 10 years in your time would be about 200 years in ours.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Texts :: CSO: Get a lock on the lead ship and begin analysing shield harmonics... anything that could give us an edge.

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: The Nacandarian ships start moving their ships around a bit for optimal firing... or so it seems.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$::smiles::  DSO:  Don't worry... I do that often.

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Right away.  :: Starts the sensors working on the analysis.::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::follows the CO's debate with M'lerdi, seeing their chances of getting out without a fight lessen as the conversation continous::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Texts :: XO: What's the status of the remaining ships in Nacandarian space... are they on their way?

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$::frowns at Mackie's response, not feeling any better about it::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$DSO:  Captain's are allergic to their chairs, I'm afraid...

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Text response::  CO:  Aye.  ::relayes the orders to the rest of the fleet via Text::

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Raises an eyebrow at the Nacandarian ship movements::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$::giggles:: All:  Alright, keep doing your jobs...

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::notices the Nac's moving around, tensing a bit, texts the movement to the XO::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: goes back to monitoring ships systems, still listening to M'Lerdi and Muir::

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$DCO: They are getting a better position.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Texts :: CTO: Are our defences and weapons ready to be deployed?

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$DXO: That is an odd observation, ma'am. I'll keep it in mind, I suppose. ::think humans are so very complicated::

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
:: Calls the computer for a harmonic analys on the shield resonance frequencies of the lead ship, from the gathered data ::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$ :: smiles to herself knowing that her husband loves to pace ::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Tracks the Nacandarian Fleet movements, keeping an eye on them::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$::turns at the DCSO report::  DCSO:  Who is getting a better position?

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Shields are up, everything is ready for...  whatever might happen::

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: Captain... I asked you a question.

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
::texts:: CO: Vesuvius is 9 minutes away, Dublin is 16 minutes away, the Nacandarians are starting to move.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ ::can't help but smile::  DSO: That was an exaggeration, by the way...

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$DCO: The Nacandarian, Sir. They seem to be ready to go to a fight.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: No I wasn't aware of that...

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
:: Queries for the results, but there's not much doing yet ::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Texts :: XO: Bring the fleet into a more offensive posture...

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Wonders what exactly the Yamato did?::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$::frowns::  DCSO:  Darn... seems that our peaceful approach is not working.  What is the rest of the Task Force status?  Are they ready to fight?

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::texts:: CO: Weapons on hot stand-by, shields at the ready.

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: Captain, you are wearing down my patience. Will the Federation take resposibility for that incident?

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: I'm not sure I understand the connection though... What incident are you talking about?

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$ :: leans over to Mia:: DOPS: Ready for some action Mia?

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$DXO: Oh, good. I was afraid you were serious for but a moment there.

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: The ships in the fleet start moving around to match the Nacandarian ships' movements.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::searching who has the red alert status::

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
::texts:: FCO: Bring the fleet into a offensive formation

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$::shakes her head::  DCO: Not again.  They seem to be itching for combat...I wonder if that was programmed into them?

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$::grins:: DFCO: If it will get us home sooner?  You bet!

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::TEXT::  XO:  Aye sir.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: The Yamato was a Federation Starship. There is no reference in our reports to your race.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DXO:  Perhaps... just like the Jem'Hadar.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$DCO: Now, our ships are matching Nacandarian ships speed, sir.

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DOPS: It better. I miss the children so much and I know that Mackie does too. :: sighs ::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DOPS:  Can you intercept any communications?

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: Captain, your ship was the one that had the "history" lesson, was it not? Yes, we know of the Seleya. ::mutters:: Well, then that Captain falsified reports or something. We know what happened. My family have told of it for generations.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::is getting a liiitle agitated as the manouvring continues ::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$CO:  Yes, and it makes me wonder if it can be changed....

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Is getting tired of playing word games::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: If that Captain did indeed falsify his reports then there will be en inquiry... but first I need to know what happened from your perspective.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCSO:  Keep tabs on them... try to find the leader ship.

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$::nods in sympathy to Cassie as she listens:: DCO: There's a lot of chatter out there, let me try and isolate the Seleya.

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$DXO: That would probably depend on their resolve, ma'am. ::goes over the updated SRS data again::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: continues whatching ship sensor readouts and listening to M'Lerdi and Muir::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$::nods, as he takes his seat once again::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCEO:  Mr. Kell... be ready.  I think we'll need repairs soon.

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DCO: Captain, we are closing on the coordinates. Now ten minutes to rendezvous.

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$::breathes an audible sigh of relief as the captain finally sits back down::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Texts :: ALL: Begin battle readyness procedures, this isn't going anywhere... FCO: Set a course for the tunnel, instruct all other taskforce ships to do the same...

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: The Yamato took sides in what was an altercation at first... but it became an all out war after they interfered! ::gets a slightly unfocused look in his eye as he accesses the computers mentally::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$CO: What I didn't understand is there empathic ability and denying what the sincerity they had to have sensed.

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$DCO: Of course captain, always at your service.  Damage control teams stand at the ready

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Text:: CO:  Aye sir.

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
::Starts to get a little nervous but decides not to bother anyone by trying to find out what's going on::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Text messages all the task force ships to set course for the tunnel and await instructions::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
::sends an update to her already on standby repair teams alerting them of the situation::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Sets a course for the Tunnel and waits for the order to engage::

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: The "negotiations" with the Seleya's captain are deteriorating... the Nacandarians have detected the Vesuvius's presence.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::Text:: CO: Aye sir. Permission to target the lead ships weapons?

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ *MO*: Dr Taurek, be ready in medical.  It looks like we may be running into a potentially injurious situation here.

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$DCO: Sir...I'm picking up a transmission to the Seleya from teh Nacandarians....doesn't sound good..  ::puts it up on the speakers::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: If there is anything we can do to atone for their interference, we'll be glad to negotiate terms with you or your government. Do you really want more lives to be lost to something you dispise so much? You have the power to end this conflict, here and now, before it's begun. Make the right choice, Captain.

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
::text:: CO: Aye, Sir, repair teams are on standby.

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: I See you have been delaying us while your trap was being sprung?! Too bad, Captain! ::breaks the comm::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Pipes Captain Muirs orders to all the incomming ships as well::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DOPS:  I don't like this...  ::rubs his chin and narrows eyes::

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$DXO: You know ma'am, if my 'chi' Kizlev were here, he'd probably revel in the possibility of a grand battle...

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
:: Finally gets some results from the analysis subroutine :: CO: Captain?

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
ALL:  That went well.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$<Dr Taurek> DXO:  Yessir.  Sickbay has already been alerted and extra staff called in.

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: A terse warning from Captain Muir alerts the taskforce to be ready, but his words are hardly cold when all hell breaks loose as the Nacandarians open fire.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CSO: Yes, Commander?

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Opens fire wit phasers, aiming precisely, using them like a scalpel, disabling weapons and engines and shields, not trying to destroy ships.::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
CO: Permission to return fire?

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Curses ::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Turns and takes his seat ::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Pulls the Seleya out of  the way of as much fire as possible::

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
CO: I have enough data here to penetrate at least part of their shielding systems. It's enough to do some damage, but not destroy them with one shot.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ ::smiles:: Self:  Of course it would be ready.

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$DCO: Sir! The Nacandarians are firing on the Seleya.

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: The Nacandarian weapons slam into the shields of the fleet ships.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$D_Duty_TO:  Red alert!  All hands to battle stations!

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CSO: By all means, Commander, root it to tactical.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Rocks with his ship, as the incoming weapons fire takes it's toll.  Engages an evasive manoevers pattern, making sure to keep clear of all the other ships in this crowded battle arena::

CNS_Modalis says:
::holds on to her seat for dear life::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
CO:  Sir, thats not a bad idea, they could self detonate to try to make this look like we caused this

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: watches sensors for hull damage and keeps an eye on the warp engines::

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Aye aye!  :: Holds on to his console as the ship rocks from the impact and forwards the shield data to Tactical ::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$D_All:  We're engaging the Nacandarians.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$DCO: Captain, they start. It's a hell ou there. The Nacandarian fired, Sir.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
*Taskforce* This is Captain Muir of the Seleya. Focus your attack on weapons and propulsion, I want to get out of this with as little loss of life on their part as possible; I don't want to set off the suicide gene.

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$ ::hears the red alert order and brings up her evasives chart :: DCO: Helm ready sir!

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: The Nighthawk and the rest of the taskforce shoot with wild abandon at the Nacandarian ships, inficting damage... as much as they are getting themselves. But help arrives in the form of the Vesuvius and her wing, pouncing on the Nacandarians from behind.

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$::sees her XO is busy trying to concentrate and decide not to press the issue about her clan-brother::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ ::takes her seat again, seeing the firepower erupt::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::takes this as permission to fire, locks on the lead ships weapons and fires away::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCSO:  Find the leader ship, Mr. Wildstar, now!

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
FCO: Engage a course for the tunnel, instruct all ships to do the same.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::punches in evasive manuvers, giving the CTO a clear shot::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CTO: Find the biggest tactical threats and focus on their weapons systems.

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DCO: Captain, we should reach the coordinates in three minutes.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
XO: Status report!

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::searching for the leader ship::

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$DCO: Sir, Captain Muir orders to target weapons and propulsion only.  Minimize loss of life.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Dodges between the other ships, his maneuverability giving him the ability to bolster other ships to give them time to recover from damage::

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
:: Starts scanning for other potential weaknesses in their shields ::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Turns a little stunned::  CO: Aye sir.  ::Punches in the preset course and engages::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::recieves the shield data and modifies firing patterns::

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$:: tries to augment the defelctors with auxilallry power from the impuls reactors ::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
CO: Aye sir

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: The Seleya takes multiple hits, rocking the ship.

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$::braces herself with one hand on the console and uses the other help the CSO in his task::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ All:  Report!  Now!

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: One of the Federation ships are critically damaged, the ships surrounding her taking on crew before she is destroyed. But the Nacandarian ships take casualties just as heavily... being pinned between the taskforce and the Vesuvius as it were... until the Dublin arrives to swing the balance even more.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CEO: Auxilliary power to the shields!

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
COM:  ALL: All ships, make for the tunnel.

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
::grabs on to the console so she don't fall::

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
::holds on to his seat as the seleya shakes due to weapons fire::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$D_Duty_TO:  Weapons and impulse only.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$OPS:  Our wing has been told to go into battle alignment?

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Seals off the rear portion of the Komodo and EPS conduits rupture back there:: Computer: Shut down all systems in the Crew living area.  Seal off the bridge from that area.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::holds on as the sel takes hits, firing along the way::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
CO: Yes sir, ::reroutes auxilliary power to the shields::

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
:: Sends whatever data he finds to Tactical to help direct the fire ::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$DCEO:  Shields are functioning fully?

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: The Nacandarian ships maneuver around, moving between the fleet and the Tunnel.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Looks for the ship that inflicted the damage and fires the first three photon torpedoes at it.:: Enemy ship: Take that!  :;Of course, they can't hear him::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$D_TO:  Fire!

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Bobs and weaves the Seleya, avoiding as much fire as possible::

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$::shrugs:: DXO: Orders are taskforce wide.  No specific names.

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
CO: Our shields are holding but the taskforce has lost a ship, the nacandarian's are moving to block our retreat

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::locking on the M'Lerdi ship::DCO: That's the leader, Sir.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
XO: Then we have no choice.

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: The USS Dublin, USS Kurris, USS Io and USS Chieftain drop from warp just outside the battle zone, weapons blazing as they move in.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
CO: They're blocking the way sir ::attempts to free the way a bit using every oportunity the FCO gives::

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Dodges back behind another convenient starship, to give the automated systems time to reload the torpedo bays, and also to let the phasers cool off a little.::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: watches shield and engine power and reroutes any extra power to them::

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$Aloud: Here we go....

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
CTO: No, their trying to block the way.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CTO: Begin using quantum torpedoes, keep targeting weapons and propulsion

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$DXO: The shields are fully opreational commander.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCSO:  Send the information to Tactical.

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
CO: The Dublin and it's wing have arrived captain

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::showing to CTO the leader ship::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
XO: Excellent. Inform them of current orders.

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: Weapons fire slam into the Nighthawk, shaking her around. The USS Navis takes a direct hit to the engines and has to retire from the battle, the USS Argo coming to her aid. The Coobla allies move in to assist the Argo and Navis.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ ::fights back the emotional high 'hitting' her::  DCO: Shields are holding well so far.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Climbs back into the battle and starts firing again, using the Komodo like a fighter, even though it is not designed to do that::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CEO: Battle Tactical information on screen!

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Executes offensive manuvers, maximizing the Seleyas firing arcs.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DFCO:  Stand by evasive maneuvers.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::sending information::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Accesses the complement of quantums, targets a random ship and gives its shields a full burst::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$ DCO: On course sir, dropping from warp now. :: taps the console controls ::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: puts the battle tact. information onscreen::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
FCO: Take us in to cover the Nighthawk and give her some time to repair.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Notices a ship on his tail, drops the Komodo through 500 meters, stops suddenly to let the other ship get ahead of him, zooms up again and fires another three torpedoes, aimed at the shield arrays and weapons systems::

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
::sends the taskforce's orders to the dublin::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
CO: Yes, sir.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CEO: Shield status?

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$<D_TO> ::opens fire, all weapons::

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$::relays outloud the status and comms from the other ships as she gets them::

Host DTO_Shmuck says:
$DCO: Firing.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$D_TO:  Fire against the leader ship, impulse and weapons only.

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DCO: Evasive maneuvers engaged sir!

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Notices the other ships joining the battle and breathes a little more easily - not much, mind you::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::manuvers the Seleya over the Nighthawk, providing cover::

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: Weapons fire from the Seleya gets through the shields of one of the Nacandarian ships and hits her engines, destroying her as they move in to aid the Nighthawk.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Swears in Dutch ::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ ::watches as reports come in from around the ship:: DCO:  So far so good, sir.  Power is being retouted for the battle.  It'snot us that's getting the worst of it, though.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::sending all information about the battle to CTO, position, status, life support, weapons, impulse, everything the sensors can provide us::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::tries to provide covering fire for the Nighthawk::

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$<D_TO> CO: Aye, captain. ::targets as ordered and fires::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: checks shield status:: CO: Sir, they are at 56%

Host SM-Lyon says:
SCENERY: The Nacandarians have taken heavy casualties themselves, several of their ships disabled during the fight. The Vesuvius, Shuriken, Rapier and Javelin had been as devastating as the rest of the ships.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CTO: While our survival is critical, try not to destroy them...

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
ALL: Hurrah!

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DXO:  Keep working with Mr. Kell, Tessa.  We need that power.

Host DTO_Shmuck says:
$DCO: Targeting Narcys threatening the support vessels.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Tries to manuver the Seleya to maximize the impact on her shields::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
CO: I'll do the best i can sir.. 

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Moves into position to cover the Seleya.  Fires weapons, arcing around her, making battle look like ballet::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
*Taskforce* Move in to protect damaged vessels...

Host DTO_Shmuck says:
$::Mutters under his breath about the other ships getting in the way::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: continues to reroute power from nonessential systems to shields::

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
::Watches as a MO treats someone's plasma burns and mutters something about engineers always getting hurt first::

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$:: reroutes power from replicators and crew quarter lighting from lower decks into weapons, shields and SIF ::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
*Dylan* Don't get too cocky out there Ensign!

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Hears teh Seleya's COM signal and complies::

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$DCO: Sir, we've been ordered to move in and protect the damaged vessels.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$DCO:  Yessir!  DCEO: Kell, do what you need to with OPS to keep power to shields.  We don't know if the Nacs will turn on us, too.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::Blasts away at a Nac comming to close to the Nighthawk for comfort::

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: The battle rages, ships taking hits fast and furiously.

Host DTO_Shmuck says:
$DCO: doing that now.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::That is, complies with respect to the protecting damaged ship bits::  COM: Seleya CO: I'm nowhere near cocky yet, Adam.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Pulls the Seleya into a defensive position near the disabled ships::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: checks damage reports and status of repair teams::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$ :: moves the Dublin swifly to port avoiding several hits as she moves in to cover several damaged ships ::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
FCO: Break suddenly from protecting the Nighthawk and target the lead vessels shields and weapons in attack pattern omega.

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$DXO: Yes commander.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::rogers the COs command::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DFCO:  Change course, we're staying to protect the damaged ships as ordered.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::preps to fire away:: FCO: Whenever you're ready sir.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::Sets the course and waits for the right moment::

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
:: Checks the damage to the sensor systems, trying to reroute the critical functions to others ::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CSO: Inform me when the lead ship is dead in the water.

DTO_Shmuck says:
$::Mutters about changing positions just when he fires::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: switches display to engine and shield status::

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Yes sir.

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DCO: Already on it Captain. :: turns and gives Mackie a quick wink ::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Spins the Seleya and positions her for an alpha strike against the lead ship::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
XO: Alert all taskforce vessels still on the offensive to concentrate their fire on the lead ships weapons and propulsion systems...

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$::hears the DXO and tosses the power to the DCEO:: DCEO: Here ya go...I'm giving you everything we got.  Use what you want. ::gives him a tight grin and goes back to listening::

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
::Starts to play The Ride of The Valkyries in Sickbay, silently waiting for what ever's going to happen::

DTO_Shmuck says:
$::Unleashes a phaser barrage on nearest Narcandarian ship::

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
::nods to the captain and relays the message to the taskforce::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::fires quantums and regular torps at the ships engines::

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Coninues his virtuoso batttle performance, acting precisely as he was trainined, back on Betazed.::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DTO:  Choose your targets, Mr. Schmuck.  Don't let them come near the vessels.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ ::refrains from 'reaching' but still feels some of the pain from the injured::  DOPS:  Thanks Mia!

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$::thinks this is where all her preliminary Andorian Imperial Guard training is going to pay off::

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: Casualties flood sickbay, plasma burns and exploded consoles had abounded.

DTO_Shmuck says:
$DTO: Aye sir.  ::selects new target::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Grits his teeth as the ship groans from the stress::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CEO: Status!

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCSO:  What do we have so far?

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
:: Monitors the status of the lead ship carefully ::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$ :: slips the Dublin through the phaser tracers and takes up position in front of several damaged vessels ::

CNS_Modalis says:
::can feel the pain of those injured, but cannot tear her attention away from the action on the viewscreen::

DTO_Shmuck says:
$DCO: Suggest you spread our wind out some... we're all firing on the same targets.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CTO: Phaser target all weapons ports and quantum torpedos for their propulsion systems... NOW.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
CTO:  Here comes your shot, light them up!

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$DCO: Sir...orders are for ships on offensive to concentrate weapons fire on lead ship and propulsion systems.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::now fully unleashes the Seleya's impressive weapon complement, handing out death to the Nacadrians as if he were Santa Clause on Xmas eve::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CNS: Any insights into the Nacandarian commander?

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Pounces the Seleya onto the Nacandarian's lead cruiser::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ DTO: Do you have a better plan?

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$DOPS: Thank you ensign  :: smiles a smarmy smile.  Uses the available power to boost weapons , shields, and structural integrity ::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
CO: Aye sir ::does so::

DTO_Shmuck says:
$DOPS: Understood. DCO: Adjusting targeting.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
FCO: Got it..

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: Four Nacandarian ships break off, high tailing towards the Tunnel... the Federation ships might be stranded.

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
CO: Shields at 48% and theres damage to decks 13-19, repair teams are taking care of it.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Fires all his remaining photon torpedos in synchronisity with the Seleya, aiming for maximum damage to the opposing fleet's weapons systems and propulsion systems::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$ :: really hopes that they don't have any casualties this time ::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DOPS:  Darn it...  we've left it to protect the damaged vessels.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::blasts away at the Nacadrian, leaving them no choice but to die::

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
::Looks for the industrial sized tube of Dermaline Gel and goes to work on another EO::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
CO:  Looks like their making a break for it sir.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$DCO: Injuries because of plasma burn on sickbays. 4 Nacandarian ships are breaking off now, Sir.

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
:: Notes the Nacandarian ships leaving the premises :: CO: Captain, 4 enemy ships are are breaking off, heading to the Tunnel.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCSO:  Aye!

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CSO: The Tunnel?

CNS_Modalis says:
::frowns a little::  CO: He seems scared, sir.

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
CO: They're on a direct course.

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
::keeps an eye on repairs and shields::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DFCO:  Commander, pursuit course to the fleeing ships, maximum speed.  Engage!

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
CNS: Scared enough to surrender?

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$DCO: They are heading to the Tunnel, Sir.

DTO_Shmuck says:
$::Begins to sweat from the concentration.

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: The USS Io takes a hit to the engines just as the Seleya fires heavily at M'Lerdi's ship.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DOPS:  Report the Seleya we're in pursuit course to the fleeing ships.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ ::wishes they could do more to help and feels for their medical::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DCO: Pursuit course aye sir. Engaging now. :: her fingers fly over the the console at top speed ::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCSO:  Give me those ships status.

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: The Dublin, Vesuvius and escort wings signal that they will pursue them and leave the battle scene.

CSO_LtCmdr_Revell-Francis says:
CO: The Dublin is altering course to pursue.

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$::nods:: COM: Seleya:  This is the uSS Dublin.  We are in pursuit of the four Nac ships.

DTO_Shmuck says:
$Self: Oh hell... DCO: Sir, Io's been hit.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: Ops: Understood, good luck Dublin.

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::sending the ships status to Captain and CTO consoles::

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Begins mopping-up operations, making sure that all the "dasabled nacandarian ships are well and truly disabled.::

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
::Looks at the EO he just treated thinking he's lucky he doesn't have to fix the guys face up, he's going to have a hard time dating, if he didn't before that is.::

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: All that firepower from the Federation ships and their allies had taken out or disabled practically all of the Nacandarian ships, excepting the four that had escaped.

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
::watches sensers:: CO: Sir the Lo is in trouble.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DTO:  Take down their engines.

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$ ::watches her console readings intently :: DOPS: Mia can you magnify those ships out there?

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#COM: Nighthawk: Nighthawk, my phasers are overheating, permission to land?

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::eases down on the weapon fire as the number of targets diminishes::

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$DCO: Sir, Seleya wishes us luck.  Io has been hit in the engines.

DTO_Shmuck says:
#::Looses targeting as Dublin goes to warp::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
XO: Move us into a position to assist them.

Host SM-Lyon says:
ACTION: An incoming signal from the lead Nacandarian ship. A sorry sight with the damage she had taken. Dead in space.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DXO:  Check the Io's status and let me know.

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: reads repair team reports::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ CO:  This should discourage the Nacandarians from continuing with another battle.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Punches in a course to assist the Io::

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
::nods:: FCO: Move us to the Lo's position.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
*Taskforce* Halt Fire.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Gets up from seat and looks at the screen ::

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
XO:  Already enroute sir.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ DOPS:  Check with the Io and see how they're doing.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
XO: On screen.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Moves the Seleya into position next to the Io::

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: Seleya: Captain. I want to talk to you...

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
::Injects another EO with metropan:: Self: These guys really have to stay away from exploding consoles...

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::now completely ceases fire and goes over the Sel's damage::

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$DXO: I'll see what I can do.  ::puts the ships on maximum magnification on the viewscreen::

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
::puts the com on screen::

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
<NH_XO_Cmdr_Monroe> ::Gets up turns:: CEO:  Very well.  I want a complete repair report ready in 2 hours *Ens_Whittiker*: You are cleared to land.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::looks at the Io hoping their condition isn't as bad as it looks::

CNS_Modalis says:
CO: I guess we're about to find out ,Captain.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: As before, we're listening. What is it? :: Curter and less diplomatic this time... the Federation has lost more than a few good men today ::

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Shuts down the phasers, and fires torpedoes to give himself a clear run to the Nighthawk's shuttle bay.::

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: turns to looks at the viewscreen::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ ::winces as the 'pain' from all fronts, enemies and allies alike continue to sweep over her::

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
::Looks down as the EO he just treated breathes his last breath, he moves on to the next patient and gets his Tricorder out::

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: We surrender, Captain. I can't let more of my people die... and you have lost people as well. I would suggest you go to our homeworld and speak to the Queen.

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$DXO: Io is dead in space sir, Io OPS says they barely have impulse.   The other ships are moving in to support her though.

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$ :: stares at the screen as the pursuit continues :: DCO: Sir, we are 13. 2 hours to the tunnel at maximum warp.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
:: Texts :: CTO: This may be a trap, stay sharp.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: And what is waiting for us at your homeworld? Another taskforce?

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#COM": Nighthawks XO: Thank you, Sir.  ::Lands the Komodo in the shuttle bay, and heads off to Sickbay, just in case.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ DOPS:  The Nacandarians have fled, so they should be in no further danger.  I just hope their casualties are not as high as I sense.

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::texts:: CO: Aye sir but if this is a trap, it's a good one, they're dead in the water.

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: turns back to the console and looks at the repair status::

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$DCO: Captain we have minor damge.  Showing multiple EPS conduits blown and the  tractor beam emitter is damged

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DFCO:  Keep her steady, Cassie.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$DCO:  Captain, the Io is dead in space, but they are receiving protection and help.

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DCO: Always sir, always.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Text::  CO:  This is it, they staged this.  We go to resolve this with their Queen, and thats the trigger!

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::heads the CO's advice and remains ready to blast the Nac to the other world at the first sign of deception::

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: No. The Queen is the ultimate authority and she sent word that she wants to speak to you... being in command of the fleet in our space.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DXO:  Very well.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
FCO: :: Texts :: Exaclty my concerns...

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$DCO: And I am afraid in you were planing on using the captain's yatch sir you will have to postpone your trip, the docking clamps are locked in place for damage taken

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: Will your remaining functional vessels  escort us there?

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Arrives in the Nighthawk's sickbay:: Varesh: Nice to see you again so soon V, can I get a quick check up?

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: No. We are to let you go unescorted. Your damaged ships can rendezvous at a point you decide on.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DFCO:  ETA to the Nacandarian ships?

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: How can I be sure this isn't a trap?

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
::steps on someones glasses as he tries to make his way to the next patient and wonder why people still use those things if corrective surgery is so simple::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
Self: escort from Nacadrians???

Host NH_CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::smiles at Whittiker:: OPS: Sure... but I'm busy as all hell. ::starts scanning him::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$::shakes head::  DCEO:  First the Gryphon, now my Yatch...  what else?

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DCO: We should be able to overtake them in five hours, if the engines can keep pace Captain.

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: You will just have to believe it Captain. Your ships are better equipped than ours. There will be no trap.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#Varesh: Im not surprised, that battle was quite...  invigorating.  ::He smile shis trademark smile::

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ DCEO:  How long to repair the damage that's done and are we capable of it in this space?  I'm worried about our supplies.

DTO_Shmuck says:
$DCO: I have them on tactical scan... have targeted with torpedoes... fire?

CNS_Modalis says:
CO: He's telling the truth, sir.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: Let me ask you something Captain, given what's happened today... if our position's were reversed, would you heed the Queen's request?

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DFCO:  Good.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ DCO:  But the Dublin is doing well so far...  ::hopes that will lift Mauro's spirits::

CTO_Ens_Wiggins says:
::hears the CNS but doesn't completely trust the situation::

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$DXO: Yes we can make the repairs.  Thanks to your strategic loss of the Gryphon we have sufficient raw materials

CEO_LtJG_Kice says:
:: listens to M'Lerdi and Muir while monitoring repair::

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$ :: leans over to Mia :: DOPS: Holding up alright Mia?

Host M`Lerdi says:
@COM: CO: You are asking the wrong person, Captain. Our Queen is the ultimate authority, I cannot imagine it any other way than do what she says.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
XO: Inform the Nighthawk that they'll be coming with us.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DTO:  Can you take their engines from here?

DSO_PO_Sirta says:
$::admires the XO's ability to give commands and still maintain morale on the bridge::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
COM: M'Lerdi: Indeed. Muir out.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Wonders if the plot to commit mass suicide is perhaps only known at the highest levels of power?::

XO_Cmdr_Darklighter says:
CO: Aye sir ::sends a message to the Nighthawk::

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$::eyes a little crossed from listening to fifty conversations at once but grins:: DFCO: Hanging in there....you?

DTO_Shmuck says:
$DCO: ::shakes head:: Not that accurate with torpedoes at that range sir.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ ::frowns at Kell's wording, but knows it's the truth::  DCEO:  At least we retrieved the pieces then.

Host NH_CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::closes his tricorder:: OPS: You're healthy... disgustingly so. Get out of here. You do have your own ship...

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DXO:  And I'm glad about it.  Minor damage only.

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
FCO: Set a course for the Nacandarian homeworld, at the Nighthawk's maximum warp.

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
#::Smiles at VAresh, then taps his combadge::  *Seleya Transporter room*: Whittiker to Seleya.  One to transport.  Energise.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
CO:  Aye sir.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DTO:  Try it anyway.  Fire when ready.

FCO_Lt_Aan says:
::Set the course and waits for the Nighthawk to follow suit::

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DTO:  Warp engines.

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DOPS: So far Mia, but I'm worried about Mackie.

Host NH_CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
ACTION: The Seleya transporter room gets the message and Whittiker beams back on board in a shwirl of blue sparkles.

DTO_Shmuck says:
$::Gives a big grin and fires torpedoes:: DCO: Firing.

Host DCO_Capt_MacLeod says:
$DCSO:  Anything else in the area?

DOPS_Ens_Clooney says:
$DCO: He's a good Captain...he'll be okay. ::watches the torpedoes progress::

OPS_Ens_Whittiker says:
::Smiles around himself - he's finally managed to get a combat mission again, and it was fun!::

CMO_LtJg_Atreides says:
::Gets out a hypo, loads it with kelotane and injects a the last of the injured::

DCEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
$DXO: Yes and damge control teams are using them materials as we speak.  If we run short we can always use the captain's yatch for parts :: grins ::

Host CO_Capt_Muir says:
XO: Inform the rest of the taskforce to return to the tunnel and rendevous with the Vesuvius and the Dublin

DFCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
$DOPS: I know Mia, but the strain..... :: pauses and adjust their course slightly ::

D_CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
$::looking at sensors::DCO: Just the usual.

DXO_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
$ ::reaches for the hypo in her medkit by her chair, needing something to allay the headache she's having, hears the captain::  DOPS: Inform our taskforce to return to the tunnel.

Host NH_CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>


